HYADES STAR CLUSTER AND THE NEW COMETS
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We examined the influence of the Hyades star cluster on the possibility of the appearance of long-period comets
in the Solar system. It is known that the Hyades cluster is extended along the spatial orbit on tens of parsecs. To our
estimations, 0.85 million years ago, there was a close approach of the cluster to the Sun of 24.8 pc. The approach of one
of the cluster stars to the Sun at the minimally known distance of about 6.9 pc was 1.6 million years ago according to
catalogue presented in [1] and 2.1 pc 1.5 million years ago according to [2]. The main part of the cluster was close to the
Sun from 1 to 2 million years ago (all simulations performed using [3]). Such proximity is not essential for the impact on
the dynamics of small bodies in the external part of the Oort cloud, although the view may change after additional study
of the cluster structure. Possible orbits perihelion displacements of the small bodies of the outer part of the Oort cloud
move some of them in observable comets region.

Fig. 1. LB-diagram. The track (in black dotted lines) indicates the displacement of the Hyades cluster center 3 million
years ago. Areas of the apex and anti-apex of Hyades are signed. The red lines show the position of a new comets region
with a binding energy of 30 < x < 60 and orbital inclinations close to 103◦ (the appearance of these comets could have
caused by hypothetical massive Sun satellite of located inside the Oort cloud). Comet positions according to the table
([4]) (Appendix B).
Could such a rapprochement between the Sun and Hyades cluster affect the orbit parameter change of many small
bodies from the Oort cloud? Only under certain conditions. Analytical estimations gives us cluster perturbation velocity
∆V = 0.01m · s−1 , using equation 1, where MHyades = 435M [5] considering 1.15 mass increment [6] because of 20%
unresolved binaries, rcomet = 0.5pc for Outer Oort cloud comets and V, dclose approach is a Hyades cluster velocity and close
approach distance.
∆V =

2 · G · MHyades · rcomet
2
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(1)

Note that perihelion perturbation can be ∆q = 1 AU (while Galactic tidal gives 10 AU), and Hyades passed ”under”
the Solar system in the galactic disk, which increasing perturbations, so one should note such influences.
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